
Custom Saddle 
Options

GUIDE TO PERSONALIZING YOUR 

CUSTOM EQ SCIENCE SADDLE



Choose 

Welting (pinstripe) 

for cantle and edge 

of seat

Choose cantle 

insert

Facings (rolls) may 

be a custom color

Choose

Seat leather color

Primary leather 

color and texture

Thigh block shape 

and position

Outline stitching

Flap pattern and 

length

Personalize all aspects of your custom saddle!



Primary 
Leather: 
Choose Color 
and Texture



Primary 
Leather 
Option: Memal
in “Island 
Print”

Memal is a cow leather that is 

softened and oiled in the tanning 

process so that it is grippy and feels 

broken-in from the very first ride. 

This durable leather is the most 

common option for our saddles.

Memal comes in Island Print and in 

Buffalo Print. 

Standard colors are black, dark 

brown, or nut brown. Other options 

provided upon request.



Primary Leather 
Option: Memal 
in “Buffalo Print”

Memal is a cow leather that is 

softened and oiled in the tanning 

process so that it is grippy and feels 

broken-in from the very first ride. 

This durable leather is the most 

common option for our saddles.

Memal comes in Island Print and in 

Buffalo Print. 

Standard colors are black, dark 

brown, or nut brown. Other options 

provided upon request.



Primary 
Leather 
Option:
Real Buffalo

Real Buffalo Leather is thick and 

soft. It is extremely comfortable, but

will stretch and fade more easily 

than cow leather. It is also slightly 

heavier.

Detachable Skinny Flaps™ cannot 

be made in Buffalo because the 

leather is too thick and heavy, but

can be made to match in color. 

Buffalo is available in black or 

brown.



Primary Leather 
Option: Wrapped Calf

When you choose padded calf, the skirts are sumptuously

covered with thin padding overlaid with calf leather. Stitching 

holds the padding in place, and can be simple, or fancy. 

Choose your stitching pattern and thread color from available 

options for a soft and luxurious ride.

Padded calf may not be a durable as other leather options.



Primary Leather 
Option:

Solid Hide

Solid hide is a 4mm-thick durable 

leather that is smooth when 

manufactured. With use and 

conditioning, the leather will soften. 

With regular and proper care, the 

leather will last for decades.

Solid hide is available in black, dark 

brown, and nut brown.



Say it in Brown

Use brown tones as accents, mix 
equal amounts of brown and 
black, or go for a solid-brown 
saddle. 

When it comes to color, the 
choices are endless.

Dye lots and screen variations mean the 
colors you receive may look different than 
the ones in these photos. 

If a precise color match is important to you, 
make it known when you place your order.



Seat and Thigh 
Block Color

We generally use French Calf (or, 

optionally, Oiled Calf) for our 

seats and thigh blocks. 

Choose the same color for both, 

or mix it up.

The color, shape, and position of

the thigh blocks will all be

customized for you.



Use our “blocktester” saddle with patch of loop velcro to choose the shape, size, and position of your thigh blocks. 

Place the desired block in your optimal position, and photograph it. That’s all we need to make your custom saddle!

Thigh Blocks: Choose Shape and Position

Short Ultimate Full Ultimate Standard Tear Drop Thigh Support Small Tear Drop

New for 2020, the “Zen 

Block” has a higher 

profile, and a softer foam 

cushion against the rider’s 

thigh. 

Also available in a 

“blocktester” version.



What about 
Outline 

Stitching?

Create a one-of-a-kind look with stitching.

Outline the skirt of the saddle – or order a 
pair of stitched flaps, to match!

Shown here: Purple and Blue skirt edge 
stitching; burgundy welting with matching 
edge stitching; and matching stitched flaps.



Add Color with 
Welting

From classic white or cream to shout-out hot pink, 

accent your saddle to suit your taste.

Crystals? Pearls? Sure.



Cantle inserts can be 

subtle or dramatic.

Perhaps you prefer a textural 

change in the same color as the 

saddle? Or would you like to 

make a statement? We can 

design in almost anything.

Custom Cantle 

Insert and Thigh 

Block to match 

rider’s DeNiro 

Boots (you must 

own DeNiro boots 

to obtain this 

leather).

The options vary as widely as your imagination. 



More Cantle Insert 

Ideas.

Camel Insert, Purple Facing.  Dark Brown Patterned Insert.  Black Patent Insert.     Olive Green Insert.

Black patent 

leather insert with 

purple patent 

welting and facing 

(pinstripe and rolls) 

and custom black 

crystals set in 

silver.

Logo choice: brass? Or stainless?



Small Details Make a Big Difference…

Oh….and Seed Pearl Head Nails

Purple Rear Facing D Ring on Colored Leather Loop
Patent Leather Front Facing



What about 
Rider Comfort?

A four-position adjustable stirrup bar 

can help you find the ideal hip/heel 

alignment. Changing the angle in your 

hip may also ease hip or knee pain.

We’re all about it. From custom 

seat shapes, foam relief for your 

pubic bone, or a narrowed (or 

widened) twist, let us make you 

more comfortable than you thought 

possible.



Ready to order?

Here’s how:

Your Customer Experience Manager will guide you 

through the process of making all your choices, 

and then will send you a custom specification for 

your review.

Once you approve the specification and the pricing, 

a 40% deposit will get your order started.

Every saddle is handmade in England to our 

exacting standard.

Allow 10-12 weeks for delivery.


